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How Clouds Hold IT Together: Integrating Architecture with Cloud DeploymentApress, 2015

	Gain the practical knowledge you need to plan, design, deploy, and manage mixed cloud and on-premises IT management systems. Drawing on his experience as senior principal software architect at CA Technologies, Marvin Waschke lays out the nuts and bolts of the IT Infrastructure Library (ITIL)â€•the 5-volume bible of standard IT service...
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Oracle Application Integration Architecture (AIA) Foundation Pack 11gR1: EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2012


	Oracle Application Integration Architecture (AIA) Foundation Pack is a commercial integration framework provided by Oracle Corporation. Oracle AIA provides a systematic approach of building business process integrations for an enterprise that helps it to consolidate their IT assets. Oracle AIA foundation pack also provides a set of application...
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Oracle SOA Governance 11g ImplementationPackt Publishing, 2013

	Being able to implement SOA governance competently can make a huge difference to your organization's efficiency. This guide shows you how through a complete practical course based on Oracle's highly regarded software suite.


	Overview

	
		Understand SOA governance including its key concepts, goals, and...
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SOA in Practice: The Art of Distributed System Design (Theory in Practice)O'Reilly, 2007
This book demonstrates service-oriented architecture (SOA) as a concrete discipline rather than a hopeful collection of cloud charts. Built upon the author's firsthand experience rolling out a SOA at a major corporation, SOA in Practice explains how SOA can simplify the creation and maintenance of large-scale applications. Whether your...
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SQL Server 2005 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Use this comprehensive tutorial and reference to increase productivity and write stored procedures using the language with which you're most familiar. The revised content covers new features such as XML integration, Web services, the .NET Common Language Runtime (CLR), and security updates, making this book a must for any developer or database...
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Service-Oriented Crowdsourcing: Architecture, Protocols and Algorithms (SpringerBriefs in Computer Science)Springer, 2012

	At a fundamental level, service-oriented crowdsourcing applies the principles of service-oriented architecture (SOA) to the discovery, composition and selection of a scalable human workforce. Service-Oriented Crowdsourcing: Architecture, Protocols and Algorithms provides both an analysis of contemporary crowdsourcing systems, such as Amazon...
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Achieving Service-Oriented Architecture: Applying an Enterprise Architecture ApproachJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	A complete, comprehensive methodology and framework for adopting and managing a successful service oriented architecture environment


	Achieving Service-Oriented Architecture helps to set up an SOA Architecture Practice defining the policies, procedures, and standards that apply not just to IT developers but to the entire...
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Service Virtualization: Reality Is OverratedApress, 2012

	Software drives innovation and success in today’s business world. Yet critical software projects consistently come in late, defective, and way over budget. So what’s the problem?


	Get ready for a shock, because the answer to the problem is to avoid reality altogether. A new IT practice and technology called Service...
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The New Language of Business: SOA & Web 2.0IBM Press, 2007
In The New Language of Business, senior IBM executive Sandy Carter demonstrates how to leverage SOA, Web 2.0, and related technologies to drive new levels of operational excellence and business innovation.
Writing for executives and business leaders inside and outside IT, Carter explains why flexibility and responsiveness...
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Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA): A Planning and Implementation Guide for Business and TechnologyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006

	In 2002, Web services were a hot topic and the concept of serviceoriented
	architecture (SOA), while not a new idea, was beginning to
	pick up steam. It did not take long for organizations to realize that
	Web services mandated the concept and organizational model of SOA
	to guide their selection, design, implementation, and management....
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Enterprise SOA : Service-Oriented Architecture Best Practices (The Coad Series)Prentice Hall, 2004
Enterprise SOA presents a complete roadmap for leveraging the principles of Service-Oriented Architectures to reduce cost and risk, improve efficiency and agility, and liberate your organization from the vagaries of changing technology.

	
    Benefit from the lessons of four enterprise-level...
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Web Services, Service-Oriented Architectures, and Cloud Computing, Second Edition: The Savvy Manager's GuideMorgan Kaufmann, 2013

	Web Services, Service-Oriented Architectures, and Cloud Computing is a jargon-free, highly illustrated explanation of how to leverage the rapidly multiplying services available on the Internet. The future of business will depend on software agents, mobile devices, public and private clouds, big data, and other highly connected...
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